
Author ́s warranties

The author warrants that the article is original,  written by stated
author/s  (in  any  language),  has  not  been  published  before,
contains no unlawful  statements,  does not  infringe the rights of
others,  is  subject  to  copyright  that  is  vested  exclusively  in  the
author and free of any third party rights, and that any necessary
written  permissions  to  quote  from  other  sources  have  been
obtained by the author/s.

It follows from the above mentioned warranties:
Author/ Authors:

 The authors of the article submit the results of the original
research,  as well  as the input  data  in  the article.  Authors
declare that their article is original.

 If the authors of the article use parts of the works of other
authors,  they  appropriately  quote  them;  if  it  is  necessary,
from the obtained permission of the original authors to quote
the part taken over. Information that authors have obtained
privately,  such as personal  interview,  correspondence and
other are, is used with the author's consent to the source of
this information.

 The author's  article  is  limited  to  those  who have  made a
significant  contribution  to  creating  an  article.  Alternatively,
others, who participated in certain essential  aspects of the
article,  such  as  language  editing  is,  are  given  in
acknowledgements.

 The corresponding  author  has ensured  that  all  co-authors
saw and approved the final version of the article and agreed
to submit this article for publication in the EGRSE journal.
The authors of the article carefully consider the order of the
authors at the time of the article submission; the number and
order of the authors are final and unchanging. 

 The authors claim that they did not submit the article in more
than one journal at the same time.

The editors:
 Chairman  and  members  of  the  editorial  board  form

guidelines for publishing.
 The  editor  in  chief  of  EGRSE  will  place  current  formal

guidelines  (Instruction  for  authors)  in  cooperation  with  the
website administrator on the CAAG website.



 Chairman (members) of the editorial board will nominate two
opponents for scientific review of the submitted article. In the
event  that  one of  the reviews is  negative,  the editors  will
determine the third opponent.

 The editor in chief denotes the necessary edition of the text
or figures and sends denoted manuscript to the chairman. 

 Chairman  will  send  the  opponent's  reviews  together  with
edited article from the editor  in  chief  to  the corresponding
author.

 The editor in chief shall ensure the final edition of the article
so that it  meets the publishing requirements. The editor in
chief  will  prepare  articles  for  publishing  of  article  on  the
CAAG website and for publishing on an electronic medium.

 By the end of May of the current year, the chairman of the
editorial board will place the planned content of the year on
the CAAG website.

 The editors will be assigned the unique number "DOI".
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